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Annual report 

Scholarships program 
UNI20XX/01 & VIE1188811 

In VIETNAM 
 
 
 

I. Summary :  
 
Country : Vietnam 
 
Year : 2014 
 
Convention code:  UNI20XX/01 and VIE1188811 (selected scholars on UNI20XX/01  
and continued on VIE1188811) 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Total budget available :  1.407.151  EUR 

 

Total budget planned:   1.517.105 EUR (517.156 under  VIE1188811 and 999.949  EUR 
on UNI20XX/01)  

 
 

Part of the used budget :    107.8 %  
 
Total number of scholars:  107 (55 scholars terminated on UNI20XX/01 in 2014 and 52 
scholars on UNI20XX/01 and continued on VIE1188811) 
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II. Development  
 
A. Scholars sex ratio 

male  27

female  28

male  22

female  30

male  49

female  58

 
      
        Comment 
 
 
In Vietnam, the number of female applicants for scholarship is always higher than the number 
of female ones. Thanks for the policy to priotise women in selection, female scholarship 
holder always outnumber male ones, especially under the master training scholarship scheme. 
 
To reach the gender equality goal, the following measures were used: 
 

1. The call for applicants states that: "women and people from rural and remoted area are 
encouraged to apply". This resulted in a high number of female applicants ; 
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2. During both pre-selection and selection process, gender balance was considered as one 
important criteria for selection. Women candidates therefore given bonus in the 
selection and is priotised if having the same mark as men. 

 
 

B. By type of scholarships 
 
       
 
 
       
Studies 
(Masters)  31

Traineeships  20

Doctorates 
(Phd)  4

 
        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comment 
 
For new selection in 2014, 20 awards for APEC short trainings were included in the 
convention for 2014 (UNI20XX/01), 25 awards for master (studies) were given under budget 
of VIE1188811.  VIE1188811 also cover 38 continuing studies scholars and 16 continuing 
doctorate scholars selected in 2010 and 2011. No local scholarship were granted for the year 
2014. 
 
 
 

Studies (Masters)  31 

Traineeships  20 

Doctorates (Phd)  4 

Studies (Masters)  36 

Traineeships  0 

Doctorates (Phd)  16 

Studies (Masters)  67 

Traineeships  20 

Doctorates (Phd)  20 
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C. Coherence with the ICP 
 
C.1. Sectors, themes  
 
Scholars by sector 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Closed under 
UNI20XX/01 

continued on 
VIE1188811  TOTAL 

11000: EDUCATION  4  8  12 

12000: HEALTH  4  7  11 

14000: WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION  3  3  6 

15000: GOVERNMENT AND CIVIL SOCIETY  6  4  10 

16000: OTHER SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
SERVICES  4  2  6 

21000: TRANSPORT AND STORAGE  21  1  22 

22000: COMMUNICATION  0  4  4 

24000: BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES  1  1  2 

25000: BUSINESS AND OTHER SERVICES  5  8  13 

31100: AGRICULTURE  1  5  6 

31200: FORESTRY  0  1  1 

32100: INDUSTRY  5  0  5 

41000: GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION  0  4  4 

43000: OTHER MULTISECTOR  1  1  2 

52000: DEVELOPMENTAL FOOD AID / FOOD 
SECURITY  0  3  3 
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Comment  
 
 
The selection in 2014 followed the selection policies of UNI20XX/01 set by DGD in 
Vietnam, that gives priority to the following sectors: basic infrustructure, health, education, 
agriculture, governance and engineering. New focus area for development cooperation 
according to ICP 2011 - 2015 including water resource management, environment, climate 
change, urbanization, engineering, and governance are also intergrated in these prioritised 
sectors. 
Agents working in public organisations in those sectors also received bonus during selection 
process. 
 
 
C.2. Intervention areas 
 
Intervention areas Vietnam
Capital Yes 
Outside areas Yes 
No taken into account during the selection x 
 
 
Comment 
 
 
Even though candidates from outside of the two bigest cities in Vietnam (Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh city) were given bonus during the selection process, the number of applicants and  
shortlisted candidates from these two cities were still much higher than ones from rural area. 
This is because candidates from big cities are more likely to have better education, good 
working experience, have better interview skills and therefore able to demonstrate better their 
capacities through out the selection process. In the final selection result for new master 
scholars in 2014, 24/25 scholarship holders were from Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh city, only one 
was from Hue (also a big ciy in the centre of the country).   
 
 
D. Geographical location of the trainings 
 

Closed under UNI20XX/01  Continued on VIE1188811  Total 

BELGIUM  55  52  107 

 
100% of the scholarships in 2014 under UNI20XX/01 and VIE1188811 were implemented in 
Belgium. 
 

III.  Key points – Weak points – Recommandations 
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The signature of the Specific agreement for VIE1188811 were delayed until end of December 
2014, that lead to certain delays in selection of master scholars for the year. Eventhough the 
budget allow 30 awards, only 25 scholarship contracts were concluded.  
 
Selection of new awards were carried out the same as with UNI20XX/01 i.e. by the 
beneficiary organisations for short trainings and by DGD and BTC for master trainings. The 
selection criteria were also keep the same as the one used by UNI20XX/01. 
 
For implementation of the scholarship, BTC Hanoi continues to receive support from the BTC 
scholarship unit that was an important liason with belgian universities and provided great 
support for scholarship holders. 
 
 

Key points  Weak points  
- The scholarship for master study was 

open for young professionals from 
Vietnam to pursue high quality master 
studies in Belgium and gain new 
expertise for the benefit of their country. 

- The selection criteria includes priorities 
for focus area of Belgian cooperation in 
Vietnam 

- The selection process took into 
consideration geographical, sectoral and 
institutional balance of all selected 
courses 

- Most of returned scholarship holders 
appreciate the quality of training in 
Belgium and have good sentiment to the 
Belgian development cooperation in 
Vietnam. 

- There's no diffrentiation of targeted  
applicants categories. The selection 
process is base on the competitiveness of 
candidates qualification. Candidates from 
big cities therefore have more chance to 
win the scholarship rather than ones from 
rulral and remote areas 

- The scholarship for both short traineeship 
and master training are  given on 
individual basis. It is therefore difficult to 
mesure impact of the program at  
organisational level. 

- There's no systematic tracking for 
changes and contributions from belgian 
alumni to the development of Vietnam 

 

 
 
Recommandations 
 
The FCB design aims to promote human resources development in general and selected 
organisational development, onwnership of local partner and a M&E system to systematically 
evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention.  However, the budget of FCB only allow one 
new selection of 2015 for master studies while the project will be put operation in early 2015. 
It would be ideal that the VIE1188811 budget is replenished soon to allow new selections in  
 
2016 and the following years. This would help to fix the framework for this intervention and 
facilitate measurement of any possible impact. 
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